
Frenzy (1) 
You must resist frenzy, or choose to ride the wave, if: 

Current 
Beast 
Traits 

Rage Hunger Fear 

0 N/A 

1 
 Humiliation in front of an audience 
 Hit by a single blow that inflicts 4+ 

points of damage 

Blood pool reaches 
0 

 Engulfed by a large fire 
 Fully exposed to bright sunlight 

2 
 Physical provocation 

 Hit by a single blow that inflicts 3+ 
points of damage 

Blood pool is 
reduced to a third 

of maximum 
Damaged by fire or sunlight 

3 
 Harassment or sharp accusations 
 Hit by a single blow that inflicts 2+ 

points of damage 

Blood pool is 
reduced to half of 

maximum 

Three feet or closer to sunlight or a 
source of fire larger than a torch 

4 
 Biting insults or snipes 

 Takes any damage 

Blood pool is 
reduced below 

maximum 

Sees sunlight or a source of fire larger 
than a small candle 

5+ Any of the above 
 

You resist frenzy with Mental Attribute + Current Willpower vs 10 + (your current Beast Traits) – or you 
can instead choose to “ride the wave”.  If you try to resist and fail, then you enter frenzy. 

  



Frenzy (2) 
Riding the wave: You skip the test to resist frenzy, and instead must react in an extreme or dramatic fashion to the situation, 
possibly acting in a manner that others might consider embarrassing or overblown.  You must continue acting in this fashion 
until the stimulus is removed or resolved.  This outcome may require separating them from an offending party, ingesting some 
quantity of blood, extinguishing a fire, or leaving a location. 

 Rage: You must physically attack either the source of your frenzy or a nearby enemy of your choice.  Alternatively, you 
may spend your next simple action making a show of force, possibly roleplaying breaking a nearby object or acting in a 
provocative manner – remember that if someone says that they are OC uncomfortable about something then 
you must stop immediately, and you must not touch another participant without explicit consent 

 Hunger: You may ride the wave to assume a distinctly predatory demeanour and seek out the nearest source of mortal 
blood, attempting to catch them unawares.  You continue to do so until you have successfully consumed enough blood 
to eliminate the need for a frenzy check. 

 Fear: You may shriek, yell, or recoil away from the offending source.  You adopt a defensive stance, seeking to place a 
safe distance between you and the source of your fear, maintaining Gaze And Focus with it until your fear abates. 

In frenzy: you may take any sort of action or challenge as per usual, but all of your actions must be towards the motivation of 
your frenzy.  Your Beast will drive your character to do things that are as emotionally painful to them as possible, attacking the 
character’s values and the things they care most about in an attempt to undermine the character’s commitment to ethics. 

 Rage: you attack the thing that made you angry, and will continue to fight until you damage it into 
torpor/unconsciousness.  If your target escapes, you spend 3 turns venting your rage on your surroundings.  Gain +1 
bonus to Physical attack test pools, but -2 penalty to Physical defence test pools.  If Incapacitated, it becomes a fear 
frenzy instead. 

 Hunger: You attack the nearest source of mortal blood and drink until your Blood pool is full. This frenzy will only end 
after your Blood pool refreshes. While under the effects of a hunger frenzy, a vampire receives a +1 bonus to all Physical 
attack test pools but suffers a -2 penalty to all Physical defence test pools. 

 Fear: You run away from anyone and anything that has the potential to harm you or acts aggressively towards you. You 
can only attack if you are cornered, and even then you will abandon the fight and run as soon as you have an 
opportunity. Fear frenzy ends when you escape threats and find a quiet place to hide for 5 minutes. 


